
MODULE 4, SESSION 1 

Intro to Headlines 



What You’ll Learn: 
»  Why stronger hooks can revolutionize your author business  
»  The many uses of a good headline to get readers’ attention 
»  The way master copywriters create headlines that authors 

should adopt immediately 



Good Headlines Change Everything 
»  When your book sounds good right away… 
»  You don’t have to work as hard to sell it  
»  It’s easier to get sales, subscribers, and reviews  
»  A great headline on one book can actually sell other books  



The Story of Adam Croft 
»  A midlister with a series of mysteries  
»  One idea turned everything around  
»  “Would you murder your wife to save your daughter?” 



Incredible Results 



80% of the Battle 
»  Most people stop reading after the first line 
»  Hook them with a killer tagline and you’re set  
»  Even if you think you stink at writing copy… 
»  It’s very possible to train this skill 



Where Headlines Go 
»  Book Descriptions 
»  Facebook Ads  
»  Landing Pages  
»  Websites  
»  Emails to Readers 



Where Else Headlines Go  
»  Emails to Other Authors  
»  Reviewer Requests  
»  Press Inquiries  
»  Book Promotion Sites  
»  Any Features About Your Book 



What I’ve Learned  
»  I could’ve taught this better  
»  I focused on the structure… 
»  But it’s really about the emotion  
»  If a headline doesn’t elicit feelings… 
»  It needs to be replaced  



20 Choices 
»  Like email subject lines, multiple options needed  
»  Sometimes you need to get deeper into your brain  
»  Steam-of-consciousness can bring out the best ideas  
»  It may take some time and a few attempts  



It’s Worth the Work 
»  Adam Croft made over six-figures from one book with one hook  
»  Other authors have seen immediate growth from a new 

headline  
»  You only need to get it right once per book (and maybe even 

less than that)  



Recap  
»  A good headline can work wonders  
»  Adam Croft took off with one line of copy  
»  Put in the time to come up with 20 examples 


